
 2024 BTP Camporee Honors List

SPONSORING ORGANIZATION NAME HONOR DESCRIPTION OF HONOR, ACTIVITY OR SPECIAL INTEREST BOTH

GENERAL CONF A Virtual Reality Experience - Eqypt Quest This VR experience will explore the life of Moses, in Egypt and the challenges he faced in 

liberating his people from captivity. Pathfinders can walk through and explore the homes, 

farms, and culture, and witness the Egyptian way of life.

TEXAS (NAD) ACS Fill the Buckets As a part of the Serving Communities Honor the participants are asked to take part in a 

project. We are asking them to help pack our disaster buckets.

NORTH PACIFIC Advanced Geology Become more aware of this planet on which we live and its fascinating geological features. 

You’ll become familiar with terms such as delta, cirque, mesa, alluvial fan, syncline, 

anticline, billabong and sand spit. Then there are volcanoes, mountains, rivers and glaciers. 

Learn about rocks; granite, basalt, lava, sandstone, slate and limestone to name a few. Best 

of all, you’ll examine the significance of a geological feature in your local area — a great 

thing to do on a camp-out or an opportunity to study something you haven’t noticed before.

NORTHERN CA Advanced Shells Shells is a Level 3 Nature Honor.  Pre-requisite is the Shell Honor.  Learn about the 

differences between the univalve and the bivalve, body parts, uses, locations, a collection of 

50 shells and more. Self-learning with use of a worksheet.  A digital camera and/or set of 

colored pencils is helpful to create your collection.

GENERAL CONF Adventist Pioneer Heritage The Adventist Pioneer Heritage honor helps Pathfinders become familiar with the origins 

and history of the Seventh-day Adventist church.

ALLEGANY EAST African American Adventist Heritage Taught the honor with plenty of visual aids. Had quiz afterwards. Very interactive lots of fun 

and very informative.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Agricultural Technology - Conf. Honor New Conf. Honor intended for submission to the NAD honors committee. This booth will be 

taught in several ways, including by video, self-taught poster boards, and hands-

on/activities.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Animal Rescue - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the role that animal shelters and animal control plays in the community, and 

will have the chance to interview professionals from Gillette's own animal shelters.
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GENERAL CONF Archaeology of the Exodus Fascinated with the evening program's story of Moses and want to know more? Dr. LS Baker 

Jr, Egyptian archaeologist and Bible scholar, will present background information each day 

on the previous evening's program and answer questions, that will reveal the reality of this 

event. Each presentation will answer questions such as: who built the pyramids? where did 

Israel live in Egypt? who was the Pharaoh of the Exodus? why were there 10 plagues? what 

was the route of the Exodus? and more! Drawing from his vast background, Dr. Baker will 

combine data from Egyptian archaeology, the Bible, and Ellen White that will illustrate the 

harmony between them and help make this story truly unforgettable and life-changing. Be 

sure to make this presentation a regular part of your daily routine while at the International 

Camporee in 2024, as together we pledge to Believe the Promise!

INDIANA Archery Pathfinders and their sponsors will watch and listen to a safety video with one of our staff 

members and verbally go over safety requirements. Pathfinders will also go over the 

Archery Honor knowledge portion in the booth with our staff prior to going outside to the 

Archery Range for the hands-on portion. With 30 arrows at 50 feet score 130 points to 

complete the Archery Honor.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Astronomy Honors  - Conf Honor In this set of 8 regional honor pilots presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, 

participants will have the chance to learn about a wide range of topics related to outer 

space. These 8 honor pilots are being tested with the hope of expanding the NAD's honor 

topics on space. The 8 regional honor pilots include Astronomy, Constellations, Planets, 

Galaxies, Satellites, Space Explorers, Stars (revised), and Stars Advanced (revised). Upon the 

completion of an honor pilot, glow-in-the-dark patches are available for purchase from the 

UCC sales booth.

ADVENTIST WORLD AVIATION Aviation Honor The aviation honor is designed to introduce kids to the basics of flight, what it takes to be a 

pilot, as well as a pilot for missionary aviation. This honor includes but not limited to the 

forces of flight, learning about the cockpit, controllable flight surfaces, missionary pilot 

stories, and how learning to be a pilot can be used to save lives both physically and 

spiritually.
TEXAS AY Christian Art of Preaching If you wonder if God might be calling you to full time pastoral or teaching ministry, earning 

this honor might be a huge ""wool"" (Gideon allusion) to help you test that calling! This 

honor will challenge you in all areas of preaching and sermon development and is not for 

the faint of heart. It is a ""deep"" skill level 3!"
SOUTHEASTERN - FL Baseball Teaching the Baseball honor to each pathfinder in the camporee.
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ARKANSAS-LOUISANA Basic and Advanced Video In 2019 the NAD Committee approved the Basic and Advanced Video Honor. This honor 

provides basic and advanced techniques for camera operations within the context of live 

Streaming. The participants will experience how to live stream on a budget. We now live in 

a new world where most churches regularly live stream there services. Adventist Academies 

are also live streaming a variety events, both spiritual and seculars for friends and family to 

participate without having to be present in person, if they live far away. Video Technology 

training is vital to allowing young people involvement as the church and schools moves 

forward. Meet representatives of a variety of Adventist Universities and Adventist Medium 

will share their course of studies and Ministries and the future of Media within the 

Adventist Church. We want to do our part to fulfill the NAD 2021 Annual council, report to 

allow young people to be apart of this ministry.
PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE Basic Rescue The Basic Rescue Honor provides the Pathfinder with basic skills needed assist others when 

faced with a dangerous or emergency situation, without placing themselves at risk.

SOUTHEASTERN - FL Basketball Teaching the Basketball honor to each pathfinder in the camporee

ONTARIO, CANADA Beginner Origami In this Beginner Origami class, the Pathfinders will learn what origami is, it's the origin, basic 

folds, and the basic models. They will have to make several origami models from memory 

for each specific type of fold or models.

ANDREWS UNIVERSITY Biblical Archaeology How can we know that Moses really wrote the Torah? How do we know the Bible can be 

trusted? Archaeology! Come visit our interactive booth to learn how Archaeologists dig into 

the past and are able to confirm the Bible as History! With fun activities and lectures for all 

ages, the Biblical Archaeology Honor will edify your faith and equip you to share about the 

truth of the Bible with everyone you meet.
THE INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY & 

HORN MUSEUM

The Biblical Archaeology** Welcome to our world of Biblical Archaeology * *!!! This is a level 2 honor but we are going 

to be teaching it in a way that everyone can enjoy it whether you get the honor yet or have 

to wait. The first question you should ask is what are the * *? I am so glad you asked! If it 

works the way we are hoping, this honor will start with a VR tour in the Siegfried H Horn 

Archaeology Museum! While on tour you will learn the parts of the honor and will be 

assessed to see what you learned! The other * is that you will be able to inscribe your own 

Cuneiform tablet! Do not worry if you do not know what this is, you will learn about these in 

the honor, just know that it is something you will make and take home as a reminder of this 

class! You will be able to see actual items from the museum and talk to actual 

archaeologists. There is a fee of $10 to do this honor but IF YOU PLAN AHEAD, OR buy things 

when you get there you can bring non-perishable items for food pantries and take the 

honor for free! One non-perishable item= one dollar. We are going to see how much we can 

collect each day.
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ONTARIO, CANADA Bible Marking This Honor is related to the Investiture Achievement requirements for Rangers andVoyagers 

Spiritual Discovery which require Bible Marking on the topic of inspiration of the Bible. I can 

also be taken by Friends and Companion classes.The honor involves different methods of 

marking your Bible for the purpose of Bible study. It also involves the guidelines to be 

followed and actual practice in marking one's bible with a bible study. Advantages and 

Disadvantages of the types of bible marking methods will be taught.

FLORIDA Bible Marking Skill level 2 If you've ever needed "just the right Bible text" for a devotional experience or doctrinal 

Bible study (or to explain one of your beliefs to a friend), then marking your Bible for 

devotional and doctrinal study could be just the answer. Its a fun group activity that 

provides you with a hands-on resource for sharing your faith... forever!
MICHIGAN Blacksmithing Under supervision, each participant will complete the hands-on requirements of the 

Blacksmithing Honor. At this time our plan is to distribute the classroom portion of the 

honor in advance so they can bring the completed packet with them and free up our staff to 

teach more participants. However, this may need to change.
VITALANT Blood Drive Vitalant is one of the nation's largest nonprofit blood and biotherapies healthcare 

organizations, providing hospitals and patients across the U.S. a safe blood supply. We have 

a network of about 115 donation centers across the U.S. and host approximately 60,000 

blood drives annually.
QUEBEC, CANADA Braiding The honour has only 4 requirements with minimal material needed. I would have the 3 first 

easier requirements divided into 3 section that I would rotate until the last requirement 

that I would do with the whole group. I could teach it in 2 hours for a maximum of 20 

people.
ARIZONA Cacti Come learn about Cacti from the land of Cacti! In our walk-through Cactus garden, students 

will learn the characteristics and uses of cacti, as well as how to classify and identify them. 

The honor will be taught in both English and Spanish, and can be completed at the 

Camporee.
SOUTHEASTERN - FL Camping Skills I-IV Camping Skills 1-1V. I have taught the Camping Skills Honors package at 6 of the last 7 

International Camporees. I have also taught it to several clubs and Master Guide classes 

across the US, Canada and the Caribbean.

ONTARIO, CANADA Cardmaking Cardmaking is a ministry that combines techniques from paper crafting and stamping in 

order to create unique handmade cards. Your exquisite and personally designed cards are 

used to bring a smile to the face of the ones you appreciate. We will offer participants the 

opportunity to learn basic card making techniques. A little card goes far!
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NAD Carpentry Walter Harrison, Greater New York ACS Direcotr, will be teaching Carpentary Honor

OREGON Cave Maze The Oregon Pathfinder maze is a full size enclosed semi-trailer created as an indoor maze of 

caves made out of wood. There are 4 different maze paths that can be explored with 

varying degrees of difficulty. Pathfinders will be given a flashlight to explore the intricate 

paths and strive to find their way out. Some of the paths include special feature such as a 

ball pit, climbing wall, narrow squeezes among others. Excluding time in the lines, a 

pathfinder can expect to spending 3-10 minutes figuring their way out depending on the 

path taken and skill level.

NORTHERN CA Cetaceans Cetaceans is a Level 2 Nature Honor.  This honor is identify Baleen and Toothed Whales and 

other cetaceans, body parts of a baleen whale, benefits, and spiritual applications.   Self 

learning with use of a worksheet.  

NORTH PACIFIC Chemistry The Chemistry Honor is a component of the Health Master Award.

ALLEGANY EAST Christian Citizenship What does it take to become a model citizen? Learn how you can serve God more 

effectively as you become an active participant in your community and explore your 

nation's history.

GREATER NEW YORK Chocolate A taste of Chocolate: A study on the origins of Chocolate and the different types of 

chocolate. $4.00 a patch until sold out.

PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE Climbing Wall Pathfinders will have the opportunity to challenge themselves and climb the 10-meter rock 

wall while being securely belayed by our self-belay system.

NEW JERSEY Coal We will be studying the Coal honor. The city of Gillette has interesting coal trips that can be 

linked to this honor. The water science is also important to the City of Gillette, especially 

since the surrounding planes and wildlife needs water to survive

ALLEGANY WEST Communication- Semaphore Free! Free! Free! This Communication (Semaphore Flags) honor is a very actively engaging, 

high energy fun honor! Participants are able to complete this honor in one sitting within an 

hour of beginning. We provide everything you need to complete this honor, just bring your 

club, your friends and yourself. If there is an honor you do not want to miss, it’s this 

Communication honor! Our group has thought this honor at the last four (4) International 

Camporees and are excited to continue this great tradition at the “Believe the Promise “ 

2024 International Camporee!
NORTHERN CA Coral Reefs Coral Reefs is a Level 1 Nature Honor.   The learning includes definition, building blocks, 

types of reefs, habitat, identifying fish, invertebrates, coral and more.  Self learning with use 

of a worksheet and a video.  A set of colored pencils is helpful.
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MICHIGAN Currency Come learn about currency from all over the world, work on and maybe get the Currency 

Honor here at Believe the Promise! This time it will be taught as a class to try to help more 

Pathfinders get the honor. This honor is Only going to be taught to Companion, Explorer, 

Ranger, Voyager and Guide Pathfinders. Adults can come learn and if there are openings 

and left over coins at the end, they may be able to trade for some but the first few days at 

least will be for Pathfinders Only. There will be displays of different types of coins, bills and 

types of currency collections. If you are part of anything like Collages Abroad, the Internal TEXAS DECODE-A-VERSE Group of 4-5 pathfinders will March together inside a round canvass from a certain point 

going to the table where they will decode a verse from the Bible using a Morse Code. Then 

they will go back from their starting point to relay the verse to their teammates that are 

waiting for their turn to Decode another verse. We will run 4 stations. 16-20 Pathfinders can 

participate at the same time. It will take 5-8 minutes to complete the activity by each group.

MICHIGAN Decoupage The Pathfinders will be learning and creating each of the items required in the honor

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Deep Sea Oceanography - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about what goes on below the surface of the ocean. They will study the different 

layers of the ocean, deep ocean animals and landforms, and deep sea explorers and 

technology.
UNION COLLEGE Disaster Response Experience This activity will be an "obstacle" course that will help Pathfinders experience what it is like 

to respond to a disaster scenario while learning key basic skills for dealing with emergency 

situations. The scenario will be a cross between an obstacle course and an escape room 

where Pathfinders will have to work in small teams to solve problems and execute a rescue 

in a simulated emergency situation. This activity will be run by the Union College 

International Rescue and Relief Program. This four-year degree program focuses on rescue, 

emergency management, public safety medical training.
NORTH PACIFIC Dinosurs Faith and Science align as you explore the history of our world. "Science," in fact means 

"knowledge." It is this pursuit for knowledge in our physical world and through the 

scriptures that is so exciting. You'll discover facts and that confirm truths laid out in the 

pages of Genesis.
MICHIGAN Disc Golf The pathfinders will earn a major portion of the new Disc Golf honor at one of the local Disc 

Golf Courses in Gillette, WY.

OKLAHOMA Dutch Oven Pathfinders learn with this honor about unity and how important each person is to the work 

and mission.

Rocky Mountain Dutch Oven I am planning on teaching at our group site and coordinating with our cook so that the food 

we prepare will be incorporated with our meals. We will make enough so that each 

participant will have their lunch or dinner when finished.
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GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Early Missionaires This is a proposed honor that I hope to have approved by NAD before camporee. It is called 

Early Missionaries and looks back at the contribution that early missionaries had on the 

growth and spread of the SDA message around the world. I have created a questionnaire to 

be filled out and I show a PowerPoint to show a lot of the historical people and places. I 

have artifacts that I use as props to try to transport the pathfinders back to that time in 

their imaginations. I try to inspire the pathfinders to want to be a missionary even if it is in 

their own neighborhood.

ANDREWS UNIV Endangered Species Pathfinders will walk thru a maze while learning at 10 different stations (these stations will 

have various activities, some just lifting panels to learn etc.) There will be at least one video 

section. Pathfinders will learn about numerous animals that are extinct and many that are 

endangered. They will also learn about why this occurs and how as individuals we can help 

to slow down the process of more extinction.

NV/UT Endangered Species Can you imagine a world without rhinos or Giant pandas? If tigers, elephants, or monkeys 

were to suddenly disappear from the face of the earth? Sadly, this is exactly what may 

happen. Many wildlife species are under threat of extinction whether by habitat loss, 

poaching, or any other environmental threat. Learn about the different species that have 

been listed as endangered and/or threatened, what is threatening their survival, and how 

you can help protect God's Creation.

The Enduring Word Museum The Enduring Word Museum This is a museum of authentic biblical artifacts spanning more than 5,000 years of history 

(3500 BC - 1611 AD). We travel across the country and often times internationally to teach 

the history of how people got the Bible they have today. We teach how we got the Bible in 

English, but other languages as well when we have those audiences. We use the artifacts as 

evidence that the Bible we have today is accurate and reliable. We want answer peoples 

questions on how we know these things for certain. Or primary mission is to show people 

that they can trust their Bible as God's Word to them, and if they will read it, He will speak 

to them through it's pages. We present on many different topics as requested by the host: 

History of the Bible in English, Back Story of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Archeological Evidence 

that Supports the Narratives of Scripture, Johannes Gutenberg, the Reformation, William 

Tyndale, Martin Luther and others. Our lectures are tailored to the age of the audience, we 

have several hands on artifacts and reproductions that we use when speaking with younger 

children to keep them engaged in the conversation. At this venue I believe we should focus 

on the history of the Bible in English.
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UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Equestrian Vaulting In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference and the Upper 

Columbia Vaulting Team, participants will learn about the unique sport of equestrian 

vaulting and its history. They will learn the skills required to safely perform gymnastics on a 

moving horse, and will be taught fundamental vaulting moves on stationary and mechanical 

barrels by members of the only vaulting team operated by an Adventist academy.

TEXAS FIFA FUT Playstation- international 

Tournament

Playstations gamers will get to sign up and have an international tournament against other 

represented countries coming to Gillete- first International Pathfinders tournament. 

Pathfinders will get to come and play with one another. There will be a final and a gift for 

the winner
GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Florida Conference Creation Honor/ 

Creation Museum

Creation Museum with fossil and nature displays, interactive displays and information of 

Creation Ministries in your area. The Florida Conference Creation Honor will be taught two 

times per day and you may have to opportunity to earn a Creation Pin upon your visit.

NORTHERN CA Florida Manatees Honor Manatees is a Regional Honor from the Florida Conference.  The skill level is about Level 1. 

Its learning include manatee life of eating, reproduction, habitat, behavior, enemies, and 

more.   Self learning with use of a worksheet.  A red pencil or pen is helpful.

FLORIDA Florida State Study Come learn about the state of Florida or any state you so choose. Walk through the state 

study booth and earn your honor by observing and collecting data/information to answer all 

of your questions to complete your scrapbook. Bring your own scrapbook to complete this 

honor or purchase one in the booth for $2.00.

Southwestern Union - TX Fossils // Dinosaurs Fossils: In the Fossils Honor, Pathfinders will learn about paleontology and proper 

excavation methods for dinosaur fossils. We will also discuss the formation of fossils 

according to Creationists and Evolutionists. Dinosaurs: In the Dinosaurs Honor, Pathfinders 

will learn what makes a dinosaur a dinosaur, how to identify different types of dinosaurs, 

and many other questions about what they looked like and how they lived.

TEXAS FREE Innovative Family Worship Tool & 

Resources:

FREECome to ________________ (pavilion/center), and after a short demonstration, 

receive a FREE innovative tool to help your family have a Creative Family Worship 

experience. (one free tool per household while supplies last)

SOUTH ATLANTIC Fungi Fungí is known to be a beauty and a sickening plant. From the basidomycota to the making 

of the yeast, fungí is a universally beautiful thing to study and know of. In this honor, we will 

be discussing and discovering each category and its reproduction of fungi.
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GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Gaga Ball, GCC-Pit #1 Gaga Ball, GCC-Pit #1

GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Gaga Ball, GCC-Pit #2 Gaga Ball, GCC-Pit #2

ROCKY MOUNTAIN Geocaching Geocaching is an entertaining outdoor adventure game for GPS users. Participating in a 

cache hunt is a good way to take advantage of the wonderful features and capability of a 

GPS unit. The basic idea is to have individuals and organizations set up caches all over the 

world and share the locations of these caches on the Internet. GPS users can then use the 

location coordinates to find the caches.
NORTH PACIFIC Geology Become more aware of this planet on which we live and its fascinating geological features. 

You’ll become familiar with terms such as delta, cirque, mesa, alluvial fan, syncline, 

anticline, billabong and sand spit. Then there are volcanoes, mountains, rivers and glaciers. 

Learn about rocks; granite, basalt, lava, sandstone, slate and limestone to name a few. Best 

of all, you’ll examine the significance of a geological feature in your local area — a great 

thing to do on a camp-out or an opportunity to study something you haven’t noticed before.

GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Giant Connect 4 Giant Connect 4, a giant replica of the classis Connect 4 standing more than 12 feet tall!

ROCKY MOUNTAIN Gingerbread Houses The participants will decorate a gingerbread house and take it back to their camp site with 

them. Most people will take approximately 4 hours to decorate one. This is also an honor 

that is not for a whole club to come and do... to give more clubs the opportunity to 

participate, only one house per club will be allowed, and working on that house only up to 2 

pathfinder age kids can work on it (they can bring 1 adult staff to help (not take over) and to 

learn how to host their own parties back home). Another reason for only one house per club 

is because most groups will take it back to their campsite, oohhh and ahhh over it, then the 

group will eat it for dessert.

GENERAL CONF God’s Messenger God's Messenger honor acquaints Pathfinders with Ellen G. White's life and ministry, 

including: 1) Basic facts about the life of Ellen G. White 2) The larger historical setting of the 

1800s 3) The range and type of books she wrote (or were compiled) 4) The Biblical concept 

of Inspiration, and the tests of a prophet
NORTHERN CA Gold Panning TBD

CYE Great Ball Contraption This will be a Great Ball Contraption (GBC) going for the world record. There will be kids 

bring finished models for testing and kids building models on site. The attempt is to run 400 

modules.

HANDS ON POTTERY Hands on Pottery Hands on Pottery will provide an opportunity to create a ceramic keepsake and enjoy a 

memorable and creative experience learning how to use watercolor on pottery. At the end 

of the process, participants leave with a one-of-a-kind, hand-painted pottery piece they can 

use or display as a personal keepsake or gift. Each keepsake is $5.
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MICHIGAN Hatchet Throwing Always wanted to be a lumberjack and throw hatchets and have them stick to trees? Well 

this is the place to learn and test your hatchet throwing skills. We will have five official 

hatchet targets. Each pathfinder will stand a certain distance from target, based on age, and 

try to score as many points as possible by sticking the hatchet to the board.

ARIZONA Health & Wellness Expo Health and Wellness Experience. Come and enjoy a hands on educational health journey. 

Learn while having fun. Pathfinders will receive a special collectible pin at the completion of 

the journey. Presented by Arizona Conference Pathfinders

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Health Evangelism - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference in conjunction 

with NAD Health Ministries, participants will learn about the importance of health as a 

ministry of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Heroes of the Reformation - Conf. Honor New Conf. Honor intended for submission to the NAD honors committee. This booth will be 

taught in several ways, including by video, self-taught poster boards, and hands-

on/activities.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Homeless Ministry - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the difficulties the homeless face. They will learn the reasons people become 

homeless, as well as the things that they need while homeless. They will also have the 

chance to put together a homelessness kit to give to a homeless person in need.

POTOMAC Horse Husbandry Howdy! In this class learn hands-on how to care for a horse in every way! Acquire skills in 

tacking and untacking a horse in western style. You will also learn about breed selecting and 

the different parts of a horse. Come discover more about these wonderful creatures God 

has made!
OREGON Human Foosball Human Foosball allows ten participants to compete in a life-size foosball game! Each team 

works together to score goals and beat your opponents! Pathfinders will be lined up similar 

to that of a foosball table. They will only be allowed to move side to side, and not forward or 

backward, as well as not being able to lift their hands off the pole at any point. From there, 

it works like foosball!

ARIZONA Insect - Spanish You’ll learn the distinguishing characters of a typical insect and wonder at the diversity of 

the insect world and understand how insects are classified into the various orders etc.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Integumentary System - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about their body's largest organ, the skin. They will learn about its layers and the 

functions that it plays, as well as learning skin health and wellness, common diseases and 

how to prevent/recognize them, and simple skin first aid.
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ONTARIO, CANADA International Soccer Tournament / 

Pathfinder World Cup

1. Free Style, Skills Training - This will be conducted by professional soccer players. The aim 

is to assist campers who play soccer to develop their skill level, including shooting, dribbling 

and ball control. This clinic will be conducted both on and off site and will accommodate 50 

campers per hour. Participants are required to register for this exercise. 2. Knock Out 

Competition - The Knock-out Competition will be held among clubs. Campers between the 

ages 10 -12, junior pathfinders will compete onsite. Campers 13 years and older will 

compete off site. Adequate supervision is a must for minors playing off site. 3. World Cup 

Soccer - World Cup Soccer will be done in Divisions or Regions including the following and 

will be held on Friday, August 10, 2024. Application forms can be obtained at the 

information booth.
NV/UT Lashing learning how to make things out of rope and wood poles

MERIDIAN GHANA Laughter LAUGHTER HONOR REEQUIREMENT: 1.Knowing the meaning of Laughter 2. Knowing the 

meaning of Gelotology 3.Discussing What Happens in the Brain when we Laugh. 4.Discuss 

the difference between worldly joy and everlasting joy. 5.Discuss whether there is a place 

for Christian Comedy. 6.Memories and discuss the meaning behind Proverbs 17:22 7. Create 

a presentation for your Club or Church on how Laughter is good for our health. 8. Find out 

and handout three (3) encouraging bible texts about everlasting joy to your community. 

9.Make a friend or family member laugh. (Write about what you did or capture the 

moment) 10.Design a laughter prescription for someone who is sad.

TEXAS Leathercraft Leather is used throughout the Old and New Testament to share elements of the Gospel. 

For example, a "tunic made of skin" (code for leather) was the article of clothing God gave 

to fallen humanity to cover their nakedness(Genesis 3:21). Animal skins (vellum/parchment) 

were also used for writing the Scriptures and other important official documents like a Last 

Will and Testament. After Peter had a vision at the housetop of Simon the Tanner (a person 

who would prepare animal skins) he understood that repentance was for Jew and Gentiles 

(Acts 11:18). Some scholars find that the little scroll of Revelation 5 resembles a Last Will 

and Testament (diatheke, Hebrews 9:17), which was written on leather, contains the names 

of those who will receive the promised inheritance. Leather is found throughout the Bible! 

The Leathercraft honor is a Pathfinder honor that helps children, youth, and adults learn 

precious truths about the gospel and also learn a life-long craft.

ALLEGANY EAST LEGO This Honor will also be a World Record attempt. Participants will add a panel to the larger 

Mosaic Panel. Each pathfinder will follow instruction for the panel they have. Adding it to 

the overall piece once it is inspected by the Staff.
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GULF STATES Lego - Spanish Pathfinders learn with this honor about unity and how important each person is to the work 

and mission.

MINNESOTA Lego Design Get ready to build, design, and let your imagination soar with the "Lego Design" honor! 

Whether you're a master builder or new to the world of Legos, this honor is your ticket to 

exploring the limitless possibilities of these iconic bricks. Join us as we dive into hands-on 

projects, collaborative challenges, and exciting competitions that will push your design skills 

to new heights. From constructing impressive structures to crafting intricate scenes, this 

honor is all about embracing the art of Lego creation and using Lego's for ministry! We 

provide the bricks, you bring your creativity, and let's embark on a journey of building and 

discovery together. Get ready to turn your ideas into colorful realities!

LAKE UNION - ED Lighthouse The Lighthouse honor will teach the pathfinders the history of lighthouses. They will be able 

to identify different types of lighthouses, how the "light" is made, and understand how they 

can be lights to the world.

NORTHERN CA Lighthouse Lighthouse is a Level 1 Art, Crafts, and Hobbies Honor.  Its learning includes the function, 

structure, locations, names, of lighthouses and spiritual connection to light. 

NEVADA/UTAH Macrame This honor incorporates knots in order to make a functional and decorative piece that lasts. 

These knots can be beautiful art if done correctly. Apart from the beautiful aspect, macrame 

can also be functional like making a satchel for a water bottle. Knots are essential for every 

pathfinder to know at every level that there is. Making a joyful art piece gives you lasting 

memories and might make a very special gift for someone. It also puts an artful spin on 

home decorations or even car decorations to spruce up your life.

NORTHERN CA Marine Mammals Marine Mammals is a Level 2 Nature Honor.  The learning includes identify three mammals 

in each group of marine mammals, definitions associated terms, a food chain, and more.  

Self learning with use of a worksheet and a video. 

NAD Master Guide Training Master Guide Workshops leading to investiture

CHESAPEAKE Meteorites! This honor is a walk around to read and answer questions on the honor sheet. Also, we will 

have videos of the meteor shower and instead of the Pathfinders going to the museum, the 

museum will come to them.

NORTH PACIFIC Meteorites! This honor is presented to those students who complete the requirements for this course 

and obtain a solid understanding of meteorites.
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MICHIGAN Missionary Life This honor seeks to educate the youth about missionary work, life, and what it takes to be a 

missionary. It aims to inspire youth to a life of service and active participation in the Great 

Commission. Students will gain an appreciation for missionary work and the way that it has 

impacted the world church at large. They will be better prepared to promote and engage in 

global mission.
KWAZUKU NATAL FREE STATE Modern Technology Master Awards 

Honors (1. Artificial Intelligence 2. 

Computer 3. Internet 4. Mobile 

Technology 5. Social Media)

The five Honors will be taught through animations projected on screens. Clear graphics, 

concise text and appealing animations will illustrate key points. Content will be arranged in 

a logical sequence to allow Pathfinders to follow a structured path. Interactive elements 

such as quizzes and honor activities will be incorporated to enhance engagement.

BURMAN UNIVERSITY Moths & Butterflies Pathfinders will earn the Moths & Butterflies honor while working with Dr. Lewis, a 

professor from Burman University. His special area of research is butterflies. The honor will 

be completed with a variety of activities (hands-on, presentation, video, text, etc.)

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Musical Notation - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the history and development of the written music that we are familiar with 

today. They will discuss the various symbols used, the people who were instrumental (pun 

intended) in its development, and discuss the value of sight-reading music.

MICHIGAN Nathan Greene Drawing and Painting Class Artist Nathan Greene will be back again to teach two drawing classes and two watercolor 

painting classes as allowed each day. He will give a demonstration while discussing drawing 

or painting techniques and each student will be provided with all the materials to create a 

drawing or painting as well - depending on which class they are signed up to. There will be a 

$10.00 fee for each student and this is due when you sign up. This class cannot cover all 

requirements for the drawing or painting honor because of time constraints but you will be 

given a list of requirements you have completed. You must register and pay for the class at 

his booth. We would love to include all that want to be in the class but must limit each class 

to 20 students so he is able to spend time with each student as you are doing your piece of 

art. Also available at the Nathan Greene Art booth there will be many of Nathan's art pieces 

on display (The Blessed Hope, The Seven Days of Creation, Classic favorites, and many 

more) for you to see. Art prints, postcards, and puzzles will be available for you to purchase. 

We can accept credit card payment. Stop in at the booth to sign up for a daily free give 

away! We look forward to seeing you all!! Safe travels!!

OKLAHOMA Native American Lore A discovery of Native American Culture across North America, with a focus of way of life.
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UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Needle Felting - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the art of creating 2D and 3D crafts with felt. They will learn the history, various 

methods, and will have the chance to try their hand at a couple projects.

CENTRAL STATES Nutrition Honor Everyone knows they should eat right so they can stay healthy, but many people have no 

idea what that means. This honor explains it all. Since your body is a temple of the Holy 

Spirit (1 Cor 6:19) it is your duty to know how to care for it.

ONTARIO, CANADA Nutrition The nutrition honor will be an interactive honor focusing on understanding the benefits of 

good nutrition.

NORTHERN CA Ocean This is the booth that will fulfill the video requirements for the following honors: Manatee, 

Sharks, Coral Reefs and Marine Mammals.

TEXAS Open Bible PBE Open Bible PBE. Pathfinders can participate via Kahoot! and open Bible PBE

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Oregon Trail - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the history and the people who blazed the Oregon Trail. They will learn about 

life on the trail, the hardships and difficulties they faced, and the reasons pioneers chose to 

head out west.
NEW JERSEY Origami I like to do this honor because it de-stresses and it is a skill and only requires paper.

MICHIGAN Owls The Pathfinders will have the opportunity to earn the Owls honor. Taxidermy specimens 

and fun, hands on learning is in store for this fun honor.

TEXAS Paper Quilling Paper Quilling or paper filigree is an art form that involves the use of strips of paper that are 

rolled, shaped and glued together to create decorative designs. The paper shape is 

manipulated to create designs on their own or to decorate other objects, such as greetings 

cards, pictures, boxes, or to make jewelry. The art of quilling has been around for centuries. 

Quilling can be found in art galleries in Europe and in the United States and is practice 

around the world-
NORTH ENGLAND Pathfinders in Muslim Ministry The church in the West is seeing many young people leaving and joining Islam, especially 

those from Afro-America, Afro-Carribean background! Many are being attracted by the 

examples of famous individuals like the late boxer Muhammad Ali, Mike Tyson and others. 

This workshop is designed to challenge the idea that Islam and its teachings are more 

accommodating to people seeking God in general and to people of African origin in 

particular. The session covers the history of Islam in Africa and the North to East Coast of 

Africa slave trade that was done by Arabs. It will also look at how the trade was abolished 

and what role Christians played to bring this trade to an end. The workshop will also look at 

how Pathfinders can reach Muslims with the gospel and seek to equip them in defence of 

their faith when they meet Muslims. The workshop will have books, photos and other 

relevant items on display for the Pathfinders.
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TEXAS Perler Beads Craft Parker bead craft. Pathfinders get to create different pieces by using Parker beads.

SOUTHEASTERN - CA Pickleball Pickleball, one of the fastest growing sports in the USA, is also growing around the world! 

It's an easy sport to learn for kids to grandparents, very social, and easy to set up in many 

locations. Looks like "mini-tennis", it has aspects of tennis, ping pong, and badminton in it. 

This honor will cover the basics of the game, and also show how churches can use it for 

"exercise evangelism", using it as a way to connect with your community in a fun, social, and 

healthy way.

NORTHERN CA Pin Trading Pin Trading Honor, Arts, Crafts and Hobbies, Skill Level 1

GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Pin Trading Pin Trading Honor, Arts, Crafts and Hobbies, Skill Level 1

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Pony Express - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the first major transcontinental mail service in the United States. They will learn 

about the reason it was started, the pony riders and their experiences, and the lasting 

legacy that they left.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Popcorn  - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the history of popcorn. They will learn the anatomy of a popcorn kernel, the 

science of how popcorn pops, various methods of popping popcorn, and various crafts and 

recipes to use popcorn in.

CYE Post Card We will be running 4 activities in this area. Postcard collection for the world record, 20,000 

cards with display as they come in, Scavenger Hunt starting point (were you get directions 

and maps). Postcard printing, and walk through postcard honor.

ARIZONA Prayer Wall A prayer wall will be built and the Pathfinders that are working on their "Street Art Ministry" 

Pathfinder Honor will participate in painting the mural that will become a prayer wall. Once 

the mural is finished on Thursday, other Pathfinders will be invited to write their prayer 

requests on the wall and we will be praying for those requests on Sabbath.
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AMAZING FACTS Preach It Amazing Disciples: Powerful Keys for Personal Evangelism is an intensive, 8 sessions 

presented by real experts in the field, who are dedicated, experienced instructors at the 

Amazing Facts Center of Evangelism (AFCOE). Excellent for personal devotions and Bible 

study groups, it's also the perfect tool for churches to use in training members for outreach. 

Throughout these 8 sessions, you will learn how to; Employ the most effective method of 

evangelism —Christ's method! * Surrender yourself more fully to the Spirit of God * Create 

a plan for a successful evangelistic reaping series * Reflect the love and caring of Jesus in 

your friendship evangelism * Use your own story to pique the interest in others * Give Bible 

studies in a convincing and winsome way * Answer objections and gain decisions for Christ * 

Nurture new believers and reclaim missing church members * And more! 8 total hours: - 

Tue. 2 Sessions (1 & 2), short day - 9am, 10, 11 - 1pm, 2, 3, 4 - Wed. 2 Sessions (3 &4) 9am, 

10, 11 - 1pm, 2, 3 , 4 - Th. 2 Sessions (5 & 6) 9am, 10, 11 - 1pm, 2, 3, 4 - Fri. 2 Sessions (7 & 

8) 9am, 10, 11 - 1pm, 2, 3, 4 - Sabbath Sessions -1 pm - 5pm Bible Answers Life

AMAZING FACTS Preach It - Spanish Discípulos Asombrosos: Claves Poderosas para el Evangelismo Personal es un curso 

intensivo de 8 sesiones, presentado por verdaderos expertos en el campo, que son 

instructores dedicados y experimentados en el Centro de Evangelismo de Hechos 

Asombrosos (AFCOE). Excelente para devocionales personales y grupos de estudio bíblico, 

también es la herramienta perfecta para que las iglesias la usen en la capacitación de los 

miembros para el alcance. A lo largo de 8 sesiones, aprenderás a: Emplee el método más 

eficaz de evangelización: ¡el método de Cristo! * Ríndete más plenamente al Espíritu de 

Dios * Crear un plan para una serie de cosechas evangelísticas exitosas * Refleje el amor y el 

cuidado de Jesús en su evangelismo de amistad * Usa tu propia historia para despertar el 

interés en los demás. * Dar estudios bíblicos de una manera convincente y atractiva * 

Responder a las objeciones y tomar decisiones para Cristo * Nutrir a los nuevos creyentes y 

recuperar a los miembros de la iglesia que faltan * ¡Y más! Tue. 2 Sessions (1 &2), short day - 

#1: 1pm, 2pm, then #2: 3pm, & 4pm *** Wed. 2 Sessions (3, 4,) #3: 9am, 10am, 11am, then 

#4: 1pm, 2pm, 3pm *** Th. 2 Sessions (5, 6) #5: 9am, 10am, 11am then #6: 1pm, 2pm, 3pm 

*** Fri. 2 Sessions (7 & 8) #7: 9am, 10, 11 then #8: 1pm, 2pm, 3pm - NO Sabbath Sessions

MICHIGAN Refugee Assistance Honor: English The Refugee Assistance honor provides foundational knowledge for clubs and individuals to 

help refugees resettling in their communities, equipping them with essential skills needed 

to make the transition successfully. All points of the honor will be taught using an 

interactive learning model that incorporates stories, PowerPoint presentations, pictures, 

and video.
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MICHIGAN Refugee Assistance Honor: Spanish The Refugee Assistance honor provides foundational knowledge for clubs and individuals to 

help refugees resettling in their communities, equipping them with essential skills needed 

to make the transition successfully. All points of the honor will be taught using an 

interactive learning model that incorporates stories, PowerPoint presentations, pictures, 

and video.
CAPE / SOUTH AFRICA Robotics The Robotics Honor covers the theory of robotics within the context of the fourth-industrial 

revolution. Pathfinders will follow instructions to construct a robot using a provided 

robotics kit.

CAPE / SOUTH AFRICA Robotics Advanced The Robotics Advanced Honor deals with the design, build and programming of the robot to 

execute certain tasks. These tasks include navigating an obstacle, line following, object 

pushing and sorting.

NORTH PACIFIC Rock & Minerals What is the difference between a rock and a mineral? What do igneous, metamorphic and 

sedimentary mean? What are rocks and minerals used for? It’s all in this honour! You’ll 

learn about Mohs scale of hardness. How hard your fingernails are compared to talc and 

diamonds. There’s more — cleavage, specific gravity, lustre, colour, texture and crystals. 

Look up Bible references for rocks and minerals, especially the foundations of the New 

Jerusalem in heaven. Of course, there’s your own collection of rocks and minerals to 

admire.
OREGON Rock Wall Climbing The Oregon Climbing Wall is a custom, artificially constructed wall with manufactured grips 

(or "holds") for the hands and feet designed specifically to challenge Pathfinders.

ALLEGANY EAST Sabbath Appreciation Sabbath Appreciation is a spiritual growth, outreach, heritage honor that provides modern 

day Christians with a deeper understanding and appreciation for the Sabbath. The honor 

will discuss how to prepare for the Sabbath, understanding Sabbath hours, the 4th 

Commandment, why does Satan not want you to keep the Sabbath - his alternative, and 

how the Seal of God relates to the Sabbath.
MINNESOTA Sabbath Appreciation Are you ready to uncover the beauty of rest and reflection? Join us for the "Sabbath 

Appreciation" honor—an exploration of the meaningful Sabbath traditions that bring us 

closer to our faith and to one another. Dive into heartwarming discussions, engaging 

activities, and inspiring stories that highlight the significance of the Sabbath in our lives. 

Whether you're new to the Pathfinder journey or a seasoned adventurer, this honor 

promises a deeper understanding of the restful gift we've been given. Let's come together 

to celebrate the joys of Sabbath rest and its role in our spiritual growth. Don't miss out on 

this opportunity to connect and embrace the beauty of the Sabbath.
GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Science Shows I PUT ON EXCITING SCIENCE SHOWS FOR PATHFINDER GROUPS.

TEXAS (NAD) Servicing Communities Basic knowledge of Adventist Community Services and how to serve the community that 

you live, work, and worship in.
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NORTHERN CA Sharks Sharks is a Level 1 Nature Honor.  You will learn to identify 10 species of sharks, body parts, 

sensory systems, breeding habits, and more.  Self learning with use of a worksheet and a 

video.

NORTHERN CA Shells Shells is a Level 2 Nature Honor.  Learn about the different classes, body parts, uses, 

locations, biblical lessons, a collection of 20 shells and more.  Self learning with use of a 

worksheet.  A digital camera and/or set of colored pencils is helpful to create your 

collection.

POTOMAC Sign Language Good Reasons to Learn Sign Language! 1. It’s more and more popular 2. Learning a second 

language stimulates the brain 3. Communicate underwater 4. Chat at a movie or the library 

without making any noise 5. Communicate through a window 6. Communicate easily in 

noisy places 7. Talk to someone at the other end of the room WITHOUT SHOUTING 8. Have 

the opportunity to get to know the Deaf community Learning this honor is fun, the student 

will not be allowed to use their voices in class, just sign from the beguine.

WASHINGTON Silk Screen Printing We will complete the silk screen printing honor. The pathfinder will leave with a printed 

bandanna that they will design and print.

LAKE REGION Slow-pitch softball Slow pitch baseball : This game can be played with or without a clove for all players. Some 

players may own gloves. This game is played by pitching the ball under handed and slowly.

CAROLINA Soap Carving Soap carving

LAKE REGION Soap Craft Soapcraft is a quick honor for any kid to earn. It is fun to form a shape out of a piece of 

soap,. You will learn what soap is made of, identify 7 different types of soap, carve a piece of 

soap into a figure of some type, create a gift out of soap, create a scene out of whipped 

soap using three different colors. Kids like to talk as they work so you'll be right at home as 

long as you listen for instructions.

SOUTHEASTERN - FL Soccer Teaching the Soccer honor to each pathfinder in the camporee

MICHIGAN Soccer Croquet The pathfinder will dribble the soccer ball through a course of "wickets" to see who can 

complete the course of nine wickets in the shortest time. This can be done with one or two 

pathfinders.
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TEXAS Spiritual Discovery (Advanced) Hear ye! Hear ye! Come join in exploring the New Testament Church biblical record 

compared to the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) historical church foundation. Discover the 

"expansion, losses, and victories" experienced by some of the great patriarchs in the book 

of Acts. Honor the sacrifices our Pioneers of the early SDA movement underwent as they 

built God-ordained principles and object lessons for us to live by. Appreciate the spiritual 

and practical similarities/differences to these two progressive hierarchies that Generations 

X, Y, and Z encounter on a daily basis! Recognize you are creating historical memories for 

generations to come! Come one! Come all!
UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Stained Glass - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the history and purpose of stained glass art. They will learn about important 

people in its development, famous works of stained glass art, and various methods by which 

it is made. They will learn about safety and the skills and tools needed to create stained 

glass art, and will create a simple stained glass project themselves.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN Stars & Advanced Stars “The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament shows His handiwork.” (Psalm 

19:1, NKJV).The Stars and Stars, Advanced honors will provide Pathfinders with a glimpse 

into the cosmos from an expressly Christian worldview and a basic knowledge of stargazing 

and the night sky. Fundamental vocabulary will be defined and certain planets, stars, and 

constellations pointed out in either a makeshift planetarium setting in the booth or outside 

in the night sky. References to the universe in God’s Word and the Spirit of Prophecy will 

also be stressed per honor requirements and instill an awe and reverence for our 

wonderful, loving, and triune Creator God.
NAD Stewardship TBD

NORTHERN CA Storytelling Honor teaching the Christian Storytelling Honor. Teaching the theory, giving practice storytelling 

and critique, candidates need to successfully tell the stories required: nature, church 

history, sda history, bible, character building... there will be a resource room for people to 

find stories that fit the categories required. when the types of storytelling have been met, 

the honor can be granted. the honor involves a team of six to eight volunteers

ARIZONA Street Art Learn the history of graffiti and some of the basic terms of street art. Experience some of 

the street art techniques and participate in a mural painting using spray paint.

ARKANSAS Street Evangelism The Sabbath Keepers Motorcycle Ministry will be hosting a booth whereas Pathfinders will 

have the opportunity to learn more about this unique ministry. They will learn how we 

interact with the motorcycle community as we work to spread the gospel of Jesus to others. 

Pathfinders that stop by the booth will receive a pin and will be offered an opportunity to 

have their photo taken on a motorcycle.
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CAPE /SOUTH AFRICA String Art 1. String (Two different color skeins of embroidery floss - 100" or 254cm of each color ) 2. 

Cardboard (single board of 12" or 30,38cm wide and 10" or 25,4cm long - thickness of the 

cardboard must allow a large embroidery needle to go through) 3. Two pieces of String Art 

Wood (15" or 38,1 cm wide, 15" or 38,1 cm long and 5/8" or 1,5 cm thick - wood to be thick 

enough to hold the nails securely) 4. Small hammer and scissors 5. Nails (small colored or 

silver - nails must not go through the back of the wood panel)
TEXAS Survival Paracord Bracelet This activity will teach the basics of Paracord ropes, such as uses in emergencies situations, 

Pathfinders will be braiding their own custom bracelet and take it with them.

LAKE UNION - ED Teacher The Teacher Honor will delve into the following topics: 1. The various opportunities for 

teaching, as well as the blessing and privilege of being a teacher 2. The academic 

preparation needed for a teacher, including licensure and student teaching experience 3. 

Personal and professional qualities for a teacher 4. Finding your purpose for choosing to be 

a teacher and developing a teaching philosophy 5. A teacher's impact - opportunities for 

today and for generations 6. Information and experiences to record on your resume for a 

teaching job 7. Levels of teaching assignments, subject areas, teaching locations 8. 

Opportunities for support for teachers' continuing professional growth 9. Leadership 

development and mentoring opportunities 10. Foundational premise: Following in the 

footsteps of the master teacher, Jesus!
UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Ten Commandments - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the history of the 10 Commandments, the reason God gave them to us, and 

their impact today.

NV/UT Textile Painting Textile painting is making art come alive through the clothes and accessories that we as 

people wear. Special paints are adhered to fabric to make it more lively or expressive. Using 

stencils and that special paint we will be making three different designs on a bandana. In 

these paintings you will be able to see techniques like shading, highlighting, and fine lines.

Hart Research Center Three Angels Message for Kids This honor was just voted and approved. This honor explores the Three Angels Messages 

within the grace-filled context of Jesus’ love. The purpose of this honor is to ground 

Pathfinders in the knowledge of the three angels’ messages so they can understand and 

apply Revelation 14:6-12 to their own lives. The honor will feature digital activities as well 

as hands-on individual and group-based exercises. When the honor is completed, the 

pathfinder will be able to understand and explain the three angels’ messages.
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UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Thunderstorms - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the various types of thunderstorms and what causes them. They will also 

discuss hazards and risks accompanying them, as well as safety precautions.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Tide Pools - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the rich variety of life that can be found at the edge of the ocean. They will learn 

about the different tidal zones, the creatures and plants that can be found in each, and why 

it is important to conserve them.
NORTHERN CA Tides Tides is a Regional Honor from the Florida Conference.  The skill is about Level 1.  Its 

learning is knowledge about different types of tides, the affect of the sun and moon on 

tides, what is meant by a tidal day, and more.  Self learning with use of a worksheet.

POTOMAC Top Pathfinder Camporee Chef 

Competition

Top Camporee Chef Competition will be 10 groups cooking off against each other every day. 

The event will start at 1:00pm with judging at 2:00pm daily. Unions will collect points 

throughout the week. The Union with the top points will be named Top Camporee Chef. 

Daily Schedule: 11:30-1:00 Set up and chef check in 1:00-2:00 Cook off 2:00-2:30 Judging 

2:30-3:00 Clean up
SOUTH ENGLAND Touch The sense of Touch takes you through the a journey through your receptors, the surfaces of 

your skin, and some conditions that affect your skin , and an understanding of good, positive 

touch. Explore the impact of cosmetics on the skin and what it would feel like to live 

without a sense of touch. Discover what the Bible says about touch.

WISCONSIN Toy Boat Regatta Toy Boat Regatta. Learn the science, physics, and history of boat building while earning the 

basic and advanced versions of this new honor presented by the author. You will also learn 

how to build and race wind powered and rubber band powered boats when you return 

home to finish the basic honor. for the advanced honor, you will need to build and race pop-

pop boats, practice scientific method, and calculate the buoyancy of Naoh's ark when you 

return home. Racing boats in a regatta can be a fun activity for the entire club or entire 

conference. Special pin available for purchase to those who go through the course at 

Gillette.

ALLEGANY WEST Travel Honor - Mystery Game Pathfinders, it's time to travel the globe with The Landmark Kids! Join Detective Browne as 

he takes you on a mystery to solve the case of a missing item. Along the way learn about the 

unique cultures and people of each specific country. The best part is that the requirements 

of the Travel Honor will be incorporated into the activity to ensure participants complete 

the worksheets to get the honor. Pathfinders will participate in a fun, interactive group 

adventure that also includes assembled teams to solve a Landmark Kids mystery kit based in 

a specific country.
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UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Tundra - Conf. Honor In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the biome between the arctic and the temperate forests. They will discover the 

importance of this habitat to our world, as well as the plants and animals that call this harsh 

environment home.
SOUTHEASTERN - FL Volleyball Teaching the Volleyball honor to each pathfinder in the camporee

GEORGIA CUMBERLAND Water Science Water Science Honor, Nature, Skill Level 1

NEW JERSEY Water Science Water Science Honor - step above the weather honor

POTOMAC Wigs-For-Kids -- Cut-A-Thon Wigs for Kids is a Non-Profit organization that helps children suffering from hair loss 

stemming from chemotherapy, radiation therapy, alopecia, trichotillomania, burns, and 

other medical causes. Stylists and regular people just like you work together to give 

recipients the self-esteem and self-image they deserve.
NAD Women in SDA History This honor would be a special opportunity for young Pathfinder women who created the 

honor to teach the honor. The NAD ASTR will offer a special gift and pin for each person 

who participates in obtaining the honor at the camporee. We would like to teach it at least 

once a day for a group of up to 50 people.
MANITOBA SASKATCHEWAN Wood Handicraft This a hands on activity where the interested person can do a Handicraft (pyrography-wood 

burning) and learn about different types of wood used for wood Handicrafts. This modified 

honor will have a take approximately 2-3 hrs to complete and participants will be able to 

take their project home.
UPPER COLUMBIA - WA Word of God In this regional honor pilot presented by the Upper Columbia Conference, participants will 

learn about the validity of the Bible. They will learn the many reasons that we believe the 

Bible is true, and will learn how to demonstrate its validity. This regional honor will also 

discuss how the Bible came to be, how it was organized, and Bible history.

UPPER COLUMBIA - WA 3D Printing This is an off-site regional honor presented by the Upper Columbia Conference in 

coordination with Gillette College's Area 59. The amazing team from Area 59 will teach 
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